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When you start the day
In your special way
Cherish every moment and time
Not too long ago
Never is the same
From the other day or right now
One never know what's yet to come
Just a forecast of the weather
We get along from day to day
Feeling fancy tree and easy
And like the song that bobby wrote
Don't you worry just be happy
Listen to me (that's why I sing this song)
RAP
Pedestrians crossing the streets now
Take care let me show you how
You look to the left, you look to the right
Dressing up brightly when at night
Be careful, be smart, and do be cool
We don't want the road to turn
Into a pool of blood
Yeah!
Mothers cry. another child dies
And we don't even know why
There are signs to follow
Use them kids, or there's no tomorrow
Every single rule
Is a special tool
Read it, use it in every way
Whether rain or shine
Always keep in mind
Look before you cross
And don't rush
One's never sure of what's to come
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Here today or gone tomorrow
We move along from day to day
Whether filled with joy or sorrow
And like the song that bobby wrote
Don't you worry just be happy
Listen to me, that's why I sing this song
RAP
That is my message listen good
And spread it round this neighbourhood
Safety first keep it that way
Follow the rules and live another day
I design this rhyme to stick in your mind
Lust be careful yo! everything will be fine
A lot of accidents occur today
Just because pedestrians want
Things their own way
Back to basics before another hitch
Don't take a chance use the overhead bridge
Traffic lights are around everywhere
Walk when the green man says ah yeah!
Rules and regulations tor every occupation
Anticipation for a safety nation
Be cool, be careful, and do be smart
Teach it to the young, let them make a start
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